EHRI and the Coronavirus
Holocaust research is an interdisciplinary field offering us examples of survival and
adaptation. It provides models for change and insights how to manage a crisis. It
reveals to us how people can react in a stressful situation and the power of
solidarity.
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What is the European Holocaust Research Infrastructure?
Modern, democratic Europe developed out of the ashes of Auschwitz. It is therefore crucial that
research into the Holocaust continues to progress. Only thus can our history's darkest chapter be
reread and refined by new generations. For Europeans to understand this shared past, the
endeavour must transcend national borders.
Trans-national Holocaust research, commemoration and education is the mission of the
European Holocaust Research Infrastructure (EHRI), and its main challenge is the wide dispersal
of sources and expertise across many institutions. EHRI overcomes such fragmentation by
connecting sources, institutions and people. The EHRI Portal enables online access to information
about Holocaust sources, no matter where they are located. The Conny Kristel Fellowship gives
researchers access to the resources of the world's twenty leading Holocaust archives. EHRI's
extensive programme of networking and training brings people together. Last but not least, EHRI
promotes innovative tools that advance the digital transformation of Holocaust research.
Although EHRI’s primary impact is scientific, it also advances a wider social and political agenda.
The recent rise of antisemitism, xenophobia and aggressive nationalisms demonstrate that
Holocaust research is never a purely academic concern, but a prerequisite for open and nondiscriminatory societies across Europe and beyond.
Two projects, one mission
EHRI is currently supported by two project consortia consisting of 25 partners from across Europe,
Israel and the United States. The EHRI-3 project will run from 2020-2024. It deepens the integration

of Holocaust archives and research that has been undertaken by EHRI since 2010. The EHRI
Preparatory Phase project (EHRI-PP) will run from 2019-2022. EHRI was added to the European
Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) Roadmap in 2018 and is currently transforming
itself from a project into a permanent organization.

EHRI and the Covid-19 Pandemic
When the coronavirus crisis started, EHRI did not have to make a big transition towards remote
working and online activities. As a large international consortium, we have long been used to
collaborate online, and it is of course one of EHRI’s key missions to develop a digital infrastructure
that enables online access to Holocaust resources beyond physical borders.
During the last decade, EHRI has built a community to overcome the fragmentation of widely
dispersed Holocaust sources, and to promote innovative tools that advance the digital
transformation of Holocaust research. We have developed the EHRI Portal that provides online
access to information about Holocaust sources no matter where they are physically located, as
well as other online services such as the EHRI Document Blog, EHRI Editions and EHRI Online
Training. The coronavirus pandemic has dramatically highlighted the value of these digital
platforms: They remain fully accessible to anyone and are proving invaluable when more
traditional modes of doing research have become very restricted.
However, EHRI has always been more than just a digital infrastructure. In the past, we have
organised in-person training seminars, workshops and conferences to enable knowledge exchange
and to identify needs and challenges faced by various communities of experts in Holocaust studies,
and to investigate new research trends in the Digital Humanities and complementary areas. The
Conny Kristel Fellowship Programme has provided researchers physical access to the world's
leading Holocaust archives. We are looking forward to restarting these activities as soon as social
distancing and international travel restrictions are lifted.
When the coronavirus crisis started, a feeling of isolation affected many of us. EHRI is above all a
community that brings people together. Being part of the EHRI network, connects you to other
experts and professionals. EHRI was developed to overcome dispersal and fragmentation; Today it
also helps to defeat isolation.
The “new normality” we must adopt reveals the importance of a digital infrastructure and
international community more than ever. EHRI is on its way to maturity and the current crisis has
only encouraged us to continue our transition towards a permanent and sustainable (digital)
research infrastructure.

Why should Holocaust research continue during a crisis?
A pandemic radically foregrounds certain needs and priorities, and some may ask why Holocaust
research should continue during a crisis such as the one we are living through now, when the safety
and health of people are clearly a priority? Because the Holocaust is not only about a tragic episode
that belongs to history and took place a long time ago. It is not only about death and victims that
we commemorate once or twice a year. Holocaust research is an interdisciplinary field offering us
examples of survival and adaptation. It provides models for change and insights how to manage a
crisis. It reveals to us how people can react in a stressful situation and the power of solidarity.
Lately, we often hear people looking back to other pandemics (e.g. the Spanish flu) trying to find
precedents and answers. The Holocaust is also a crisis that we should continue to look into. We
cannot put it on hold now, because doing so would mean forgetting valuable lessons for
humankind.
Holocaust research shows us all too clearly how easily hate speech arises and infiltrates societies
in times of crisis, when people try to place guilt and find someone responsible for their problems.
The pandemic provides the perfect ground for a rise in antisemitism, but one that is different from
the past: Antisemitism is now spreading quickly thanks to online environments. Holocaust research
helps us understand how a social crisis can generate and accelerate other humanitarian crises, and
encourages us towards constant monitoring and prevention of online hate speech.

Contact Info
Project website
www.ehri-project.eu
EHRI Portal
https://portal.ehri-project.eu/
Email
info@ehri-project.eu
EHRI is on Twitter and Facebook
@EHRIproject
EHRI Co-Directors
Reto Speck (r.speck@niod.knaw.nl) and Karel Berkhoff (k.berkhoff@niod.knaw.nl)

Video and images
Watch a 3 minutes video that introduces EHRI and the EHRI Portal:
https://youtu.be/IUFqR7l5qW8

Watch a 4 minutes video about EHRI’s Human Network and Conny Kristel Fellowship Programme
https://youtu.be/LZQhqxPTP0s

1 EHRI Conference Holocaust Studies and Its Scoial Setting. Amsterdam, 2019

2 Two EHRI Seminars. Left in Warsaw, Poland. Right in Jerusalem, Israel.

